DESIRED
Helen Hex
Abbie is a burglar who has entered the wrong house.

Synopsis
Ramon wants to control her, but he finds himself with someone who is a controller.
This sets off a dangerous game marked by desire, a battle of wills in which new lovers are brought into the mix. Whips, rope, harnesses, masks are the tools of choice.
Follow Abbie to the auction of her subject. Follow her on an adventure of domination in which the prize is more than her body, in which her liberty and her own soul
are in play.
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Biography
Helen Hex This mysterious woman was born on December 1, 1984. A
native of Granada, Spain, she has traveled around the country and now,
for professional reasons, finds herself in Barcelona. Helen studied Hispanic philology and she has had success as a writer under the pseudonym of H.Hex on various digital platforms.
She enjoys masks, bodices and the taste of metal.
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Sales pitch
-This novel follows the successful trend of 21st century erotic literature: novels in which the
woman becomes the main protagonist and the narrator of her own erotic tales.
-The book is tinged with a morbid curiosity as the text is based on real experience and the
fantasies of the author.
-The book is extremely visual, describing in an explicit manner various fantasies related to
BDSM.
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Related books

-The author is very active in social networking sites and has a large following thanks to the
successful publishing of her previous writings.
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